Paris, February 18, 2016

Recommendation Letter on behalf of the company
CTE Wind Civil Engineering – 33 rue du Haut Chemin – F-35780 LA RICHARDAIS

To whom it may concern,

We hereby would like to recommend the company CTE Wind Civil Engineering, with which we have for many years a successful and highly satisfactory work relationship.

CTE Wind Civil Engineering designed the foundations for many of our wind projects in France and abroad, amongst which:

- Les Quatre Vallées III (France) with 8 GAMESA turbines (2016)
- Joncels (France) with 17 GAMESA turbines (2014)
- Ensemble Eolien Catalan (France) with 33 VESTAS turbines (2013)
- ...

All the designs complied with the applicable regulations and standards and were submitted in due time.

The know-how accumulated by CTE Wind Civil Engineering regarding onshore wind turbine foundations always allowed us to have their designs easily approved by the Control Authorities assigned by the project managers.

We therefore consider CTE Wind Civil Engineering to be a valuable and reliable partner.

Best regards,

Pascale De Muynck
Head of Civil Engineering Department

www.edf-energies-nouvelles.com